Regular Robot Care
Follow these tips to keep your iRobot Braava jet running at
peak performance. See the About your Braava jet® section for
reference, as needed.
Cleaning the Cliff Sensors and
Pad Reader

Clean the sensors on the bottom of your
robot with a damp cloth.

Cleaning the Wheels

Pull off any visible debris or hair that
gathers around the wheels.

Cleaning the Body of the Robot
Use a damp cloth to lightly wipe off any
dirt on its body or bumper.

Cleaning the Precision Jet
Spray Nozzle
Wipe clean with a damp cloth.
*Tested in washing machine. Do not wash
with delicates.

Cleaning the Tank

If you notice an odour in the tank, fill
the tank with hot tap water. Do not use
boiling water. Close the cap and lightly
shake the robot. Rinse the tank and
repeat. Allow the tank to dry with the cap
open before using your robot.

Caring for Washable
Cleaning Pads

Braava jet Washable pads can
be washed up to 50 times* before
replacing. Hand washing and air drying
is recommended. If using a washing
machine, wash using the warm cycle and
air dry. Do not wash with delicates.

Tips for Best Performance
• For best results, use a Dry Sweeping Pad or vacuum to pick up dirt and dust before
running your robot with a Wet Mopping or Damp Sweeping Pad.
• Do not presoak cleaning pads before attaching them to the robot. Pads should be
dry at the start of a cleaning cycle.
• To pause your robot during a cleaning cycle, press the CLEAN button. To resume the
cleaning cycle, press the CLEAN button again. Do not pick up and move your robot
while it is cleaning – the robot will end its cleaning run if you do.
• To turn off your Braava jet, press and hold the CLEAN button for 5 seconds.
• Tilt robot slightly when filling to ensure tank fills completely.
• Your robot will only run with Braava jet pads, which are specifically made for the robot.
• Braava jet cleans best on smooth hard surfaces and may not perform as well on
uneven tiles, heavily waxed floors, or rough surfaces like slate or brick which may snag
the cleaning pads.
• Lift up floor-length curtains before running Braava jet.

